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QUESTION 1

Given the example element.json element configuration: 

What does the inline attribute determine? 

A. whether the element should be inserted as an HTML span or as a div 

B. whether the translation text is inserted into the element source 

C. the display characteristic of the element 

D. whether the element can be included in another element 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What does a slot component reserve space in a layout to display? 

A. a widget determined in real-time based on variable criteria 

B. an ordered set of widgets specified in a tabular format 

C. the header of footer of a page that contains configurable elements 

D. a group of related widgets that constitute a composite shopper-based function 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

A company has created and configured a new site with the ID 10012 and is ready to enable it. What step do they need
to do to enable the site? 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three statements describe webhooks in Commerce Cloud? (Choose three.) 

A. Function webhooks support synchronous calls to external applications 

B. Webhooks are only configured using the Server Extensions REST API 

C. Event webhooks support asynchronous, event-triggered outbound calls to custom integration endpoints 

D. Webhooks can be defined separately for Storefront, Preview, and Agent instances 

E. Webhooks use the POST HTTP method for the outgoing call 

Correct Answer: ACE 
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Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E77817_01/Cloud.16-4/ExtendingCC/html/s0302understandwebhooks01.html 

 

QUESTION 5

Given this widget JavaScript snippet using the CCRestClient library: 

What is the URL of the created request to Commerce Cloud? 

A. GET /ccstore/v1/products 

B. GET /ccstore/v1/products/xprod2119 

C. POST /ccstore/v1/products 

D. PUT /ccstore/v1/products/xprod2119 

E. GET/ccstore/v1/products?getProduct=xprod2119 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A company is setting up multiple country-specific sites that have unique emails, separate payment gateways and
shipping methods by country, and other site-specific settings. They share Oracle integrations (e.g. Oracle Retail Order
Management System Cloud, Oracle Loyalty Cloud, Oracle Customer Experience Cloud). They plan to add sites in the
Administration UI. 

Based on their use case, when should they create the additional sites to minimize the changes they need to make? 

A. At any time, because updates to shared configuration to the default site alter the child sites. 

B. Create the additional sites before configuring anything on the default site. 

C. Configure the Oracle integrations for the default site and then create additional sites. 

D. Configure the default site fully and then add the additional sites. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7
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Given the example custom widget JavaScript: 

In this example, what does $ represent? 

A. Local function referring to the JQuery library 

B. Placeholder for anonymous Require.js content 

C. Null value until it is initialized 

D. Local function referring to the ccLogger library 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which use case does NOT require the use of multiple sites or multiple instances? 

A. A company has stores in multiple countries and their stores only differ by the languages and currencies they support 

B. A company wants to expand their brand to multiple countries with multiple languages and currencies. The stores sell
different products and have different promotions, but share shoppers 

C. A company has two brands with mostly different products. The brand stores have separate carts, payment gateways,
and tax providers, with a unique look and feel 

D. A company operates three distinct brands operating as separate business units with different teams. The brands
share no layouts, promotions, content, products, or shoppers 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

The design of a particular B2B storefront implementation has three supported locales. 

When configuring the Profile Navigation
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Correct Answer: B 

Three layouts to the Profile Navigation 

 

QUESTION 10

The Payment Processing menu on the Settings page of the Administration UI has a Payment Options property with two
choices: Full Payment Required and Allow Partial Payment. When should the Allow Partial Payment option be
selected? 

A. One of the supported payment methods used on the order requires shopper action during payment processing 

B. All payment methods used on the order can be processed at the same time 

C. The storefront uses standard payment widgets 

D. If one payment of a partial payment fails, the successful payments are voided immediately and the order stays
incomplete 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E89191_01/Cloud.17-4/ExtendingCC/html/s3202understandthepaymentoptionssetti01.html 

 

QUESTION 11

Your customer has a B2B Storefront instance designed to have three English language sites: North America, European
Union, and Asia. 

What two components will the storefront developers need to configure to support one or more sites? (Choose two.) 

A. The settings for each layout to specify one or more sites valid for that layout 

B. Associated component text snippets that are valid for each site 

C. The layout components to include branding, images, and page content that are specific for the site 

D. The profile Navigation

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

What are two operational parameters that are configurable by merchants in the Commerce Cloud Administration UI?
(Choose two.) 
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A. SSO configuration 

B. URL patterns for products and collections 

C. Tax processor 

D. Site enablement 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 13

Why is it a best practice to use the ccLink binding in your custom widgets? 

A. for ensuring the correct layout is displayed 

B. for ensuring a link does not cause a full page reload 

C. for ensuring that your URL is correctly formatted 

D. for ensuring images are sized for the current viewport 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

Given the example widget configuration definition: 

Which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. You can reference the configuration in the widget JavaScript as widget.enabled() 

B. The widget configuration setting does not have a default value 

C. You can reference the configuration in the widget JavaScript as site.enabled() 
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D. The value can be either true or false 

E. The widget configuration setting will appear as a dropdown 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 15

What are the three main technologies employed in widget development? (Choose three.) 

A. React 

B. JavaScript 

C. Node.js 

D. HTML 5 

E. CSS/Less 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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